Defying Gravity

Birthdays Celebrations

Thursday 20th • Friday 21st • Saturday 22nd September • 7.30pm
Waapa Music Auditorium • 2 Bradford Street, Mount Lawley

Kuniko Kato - Japan

Plus Guest Artists Gary France • Iain Robbie • Joshua Webster


“Phenomenal... Kuniko Kato is the total artist, no question. I can’t wait to hear her again.” - Sunday Times, London

International percussion superstar Kuniko Kato joins Defying Gravity for a thrilling gala celebration of the ensemble’s 25th birthday. Defying Gravity showcases the world’s best music for percussion, teaming up with the group’s legendary founder Gary France, Papua New Guinean drumming virtuoso Iain Robbie and master percussionist Joshua Webster. Three unmissable nights of high energy drumming and electrifying performances!"